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James is available at or hamilton. Sunlight is the most abundant source of potential energy on
the planet. If harnessed properly, sunlight could easily exceed current and future electricity
demand. According to the U. Department of Energy, every hour, enough energy from the sun
reaches Earth to meet the world's energy usage for an entire year. As solar power becomes
more cost-effective, it has the potential to make up a larger share of growing U. And as it
expands in usage, there will be a growing need for more workersâ€”manufacturing workers to
make solar panels, construction workers to build power plants, solar photovoltaic installers to
install solar panels, and so on. This article provides information on the process of generating
solar power and details various occupations in the solar industry. The first section details a
brief history of solar power in the United States, followed by an overview of how solar power is
generated, which entities use it, and the technology involved in supplying solar power. The
second section provides occupational information highlighting a brief job description of several
noteworthy occupations that are related to solar power; the credentials needed to work in the
occupation, such as education, training, certification, or licensure; and wage data. Occupations
are listed under relevant occupational categories such as manufacturing, construction,
installation, etc. Using the data from the U. Because of a growing interest in renewable energy
and the increasingly competitive prices of alternative energy sources, solar power has received
a lot of attention over the past several years. However, solar power generation itself is not new;
it has been used for more than half a century, mostly on a small scale or for specialized
purposes, such as generating electricity for spacecraft and satellites or for use in remote areas.
Large scale solar generation was mostly developed in the s and s, and is considered a clean
energy because of its lack of emissions. Continued growth is expected because solar power
has many environmental benefits and is decreasing in price, which will allow it to become
increasingly competitive with fossil fuels. The relatively steep cost of solar power compared
with traditional sources of electricity generation is caused by the high cost of manufacturing
and installing solar panels. However, the cost of solar power has been trending downward as
technology has improved and manufacturers have learned how to improve production
efficiency. In addition, as solar power generation becomes more widespread, the cost of
installing solar-generation capacity will continue to fall. And as the price of fossil fuels
increases, solar power will become more cost effective relative to traditional sources of energy.
The solar power industry has experienced rapid growth in the past decade. In alone, the
residential market doubled in size and three new concentrating solar power CSP plants opened
in the United States, increasing the solar electric market by 37 percent. In , solar power provided
less than 1 percent of total electricity generated in the United States. Scientists, for example, are
involved in the research and development of new and more efficient materials, and engineers
design new systems and improve existing technologies. Manufacturing workers make the
equipment used in solar power generation, such as mirrors and panels. Construction workers
build solar power plants. Electricians, plumbers, and solar photovoltaic installers install
residential and commercial solar projects. The Solar Foundation estimates that the largest
growth in the solar industry in will be in occupations in solar installation, including photovoltaic
installers and electricians and roofers with experience in solar installation. Solar power is a
versatile means of generating electricity. It can be used for such purposes as heating water,
heating and air conditioning homes and commercial buildings, and powering streetlights.
Because sunlight is readily available almost everywhere and doesn't require fuel or a
connection to a power grid an interconnected network used to deliver electricity from suppliers
to consumers , solar power is particularly useful for supplying power to remote areas and to
some portable devices. Solar power is used to generate large amounts of power on a utility
scale and to supply individual residences and businesses with electricity. This report focuses
mainly on utility-scale, commercial, and residential solar power. Utility-scale solar power plants
supply large amounts of electricity to the power grid along with traditional sources of power,
such as coal and natural gas plants. Solar power plants typically generate several megawatts of
power, comparable to small or medium coal- or gas-fired plants. Plants only now in the planning
stages are expected to produce several hundred megawatts, [ 7 ] which would be comparable to
a medium to large coal plant or nuclear plant. Commercial solar power is used by business
establishments, such as office buildings, warehouses, and retail stores, which are able to install
large groups of solar panels known as photovoltaic PV arrays, on unused land, rooftops, or
parking structures. These panels supplement the building's power supply, and, at times, may
generate more electricity than the building consumes. Often, this excess power can be sold
back to the local utility company. Residential solar power is generated by homeowners who
have solar panels installed on their roofs in order to provide power to their homes. This form of
solar power is increasing in popularity. Residential solar power usually must be supplemented
by traditional electricity from the power grid to provide additional electricity when the solar

panels cannot meet energy needs, such as when it is nighttime or extremely cloudy. Although
some areas of the United States are better suited for solar power than others, solar energy can
be harnessed in any geographic area because of the sun's vast reach. In , California had by far
the most solar power capacity at megawatts, followed by New Jersey with megawatts. Other
large solar panel manufacturing facilities are planned to begin construction over the next few
years in many states. There are two basic methods for generating electricity from solar power.
The first method uses photovoltaic PV solar panels to generate electricity directly from sunlight.
The second method is known as concentrating solar power CSP and converts sunlight into heat
to produce steam, which is then fed through conventional steam-turbine generators to generate
electricity. Photovoltaic panels have traditionally been used for smaller scale electricity
generation, particularly for residential or commercial use in individual buildings or complexes,
while CSP is used for utility-scale electricity generation in solar power plants. However,
photovoltaic solar plants recently started generating electricity in California, Illinois, New
Jersey, Nevada, and Florida. CSP is also being adapted for smaller scale electricity generation.
Modern photovoltaic solar cells were developed in the s and s, and the technology has evolved
rapidly over the past several decades. The space programs of the United States and the Soviet
Union first used photovoltaic cells as a source of energy to generate electricity for satellites and
spacecraft. Solar energy is still used to power the International Space Station and the vast
majority of satellites. Photovoltaic panels have also proven useful for providing electricity to
remote locations that are not supplied by a local electric utility. Photovoltaic power uses solar
cells that convert the energy of sunlight directly into electricity through the photovoltaic effect.
See diagram 1. The photovoltaic effect is a process by which light from the sun hits a solar cell
and is absorbed by a semiconducting material such as crystalline silicon. The photons in the
sunlight knock electrons loose from their atoms, allowing them to flow freely through the
material to produce direct electric current DC electricity. For household or utility use, an
inverter must be used to convert the electricity to alternating current AC. The individual solar
cells are arranged onto a solar panel. The solar panel is coated in glass or another laminate to
protect the cells from damage. A new technology allows solar panels to be placed on a thin strip
of backing, usually aluminum, and covered with a plastic film, which decreases the weight and
cost of a solar panel. These thin-film solar panels are becoming more common, although
traditional glass- or laminate-coated panels continue to make up the majority of the solar panel
market. Usually, several panels are arranged into an array, which can be scaled to produce
enough capacity to generate the desired amount of power. A single cell can produce enough
electricity to power a small device, such as an emergency telephone, but larger arrays are
required to power a house or building. Utility-scale photovoltaic plants consisting of thousands
of solar panels are a more recent occurrence. The first large-scale solar power plants in the
United States were concentrating solar power CSP plants. Built in the California desert in the s
and s, these plants are still among the largest, most powerful solar generating plants in the
world. Several plants have also been in operation since the s in the southwestern United States,
and many more are currently in the planning and construction stages. Although there are
several different CSP technologies, they all involve reflecting sunlight onto a focal point that
contains a heat-transfer material. The heat-transfer material, usually synthetic oil or molten salt,
is collected in a heat storage unit and eventually used to create steam that powers conventional
generators. One advantage of CSP is that at night or on extremely cloudy days, the
conventional generators can be run on natural gas or petroleum, allowing the plant to continue
to generate power when the sun is not shining. All CSP plants consist of arrays of mirrors. The
first type of CSP technology still used today works through the use of parabolic troughs , long,
curved mirrors that move to follow the path of the sun, and focus the sun's heat onto a tube in
front of the mirror. This dramatically increases the temperature of the heat-transfer material,
which in turn boils water and creates steam that drives a generator. See diagram 2. Solar power
towers , another type of CSP technology, were first used at experimental power plants in the
California desert during the s and s; improved solar power towers are currently being developed
for newer CSP plants. In these plants, a large array of flat mirrors called heliostats is focused on
a central tower that contains the heat-transfer material. The transfer material is pumped into
storage tanks that can contain the heat for up to a day. It is then passed through a heat
exchanger, where it produces steam that drives the generators. See diagram 3. Engineers and
scientists have recently developed a new form of CSP technology called the dish system. In this
system, the mirrors are arranged in a parabolic shape, similar to that of a satellite dish, which
focuses the heat onto a central receiver mounted above the center of the dish. See diagram 4.
The receiver contains an engine known as a Stirling engine that converts heat to mechanical
power by compressing a cold fluid, which could be water or synthetic oil. The heating of the
fluid causes it to expand through a turbine or a piston, which produces mechanical power. An

electric generator or alternator then converts the mechanical power into electricity. Large scale
electricity is produced by arranging several dishes into a larger array. New power plants using
this technology have recently been approved for construction in California. The linear Fresnel
system is one of the newest CSP technologies. This system is similar to the parabolic trough
system, but it uses multiple rows of flat mirrors to focus light onto a set of tubes, increasing the
temperature of the heat-transfer fluid. See diagram 5. The advantage of the linear Fresnel
system is that it is much less expensive to manufacture flat mirrors than curved ones. Solar
power can be used for another important purpose: the heating of water for residential,
commercial, or industrial purposes. Residential solar water heaters generally consist of
roof-mounted solar water collectors that directly heat water using sunlight or indirectly heat
water by using solar collectors to increase the temperature of a heat-transfer material and pump
it to a heat exchanger, which creates the hot water. Solar water heating systems may be used to
provide hot water to a home, a swimming pool, or for commercial purposes. Solar water heating
systems are best suited to warm climates, but they can be effective in colder climates as well.
Most systems provide a majority of a home's hot water needs, but are backed up by a
conventional water heater for times when there is a lack of sunlight. Usually, solar installers
mount the thermal collectors for solar water heating using similar equipment as used to install
photovoltaic panels, but thermal collectors are used instead of panels. A plumber is needed to
connect water pipes to the plumbing system of the house, pool, or commercial building. The
solar power industry employs a wide range of occupations in a number of major industry
segments: research and development, manufacturing of solar power materials, construction of
solar power plants, operation of solar power plants, and solar power installation and
maintenance. Sales occupations are also integral to the solar power products industry.
Following are descriptions of the most common jobs in the solar power industry; for each
occupation, job duties are listed, along with the credentials needed for the occupation,
including education, training, certification, or licensure. Certification demonstrates competency
in a skill or set of skills, typically through work experience, training, the passage of an
examination, or some combination of the three. Licensing is done by individual states, and
typically requires the passage of an examination in addition to fulfillment of eligibility
requirements, such as a minimum level of education, work experience, training, or the
completion of an internship, residency, or apprenticeship. In addition, wage data are included in
the occupation descriptions. Although BLS does not have wage data specifically for
occupations in the solar industry, BLS is currently in the process of collecting data to measure
green jobs. This is expected to be available in The wages listed represent the larger industry or
industry group that would employ solar power workers, when applicable. Wage data do not
include benefits or other compensation. The majority of the occupations listed here are not
specific to the solar power industryâ€”they exist in many other industries as well. Although
many of these occupations require special skills unique to solar power, skills can be acquired in
other industries in most cases. For many positions, experience in other industries is desired by
employers in the solar power industry. For example, solar photovoltaic installers need to have
specialized knowledge and training, but many installers have previous experience as roofers,
electricians, or construction workers. Solar power is still gaining popularity and acceptance, so
research and development are key aspects of the industry. Continued research and increased
returns to scale as production has increased have led to many developments that have
decreased costs while increasing efficiency, reliability, and aesthetics. For example, new
materials have been developed that allow for low-cost and lightweight thin-film solar panels that
are less expensive to produce and easier to transport than glass- or laminate-coated solar
panels. Occupations in scientific research and development have become increasingly
interdisciplinary, and as a result, it is common for physicists, chemists, materials scientists,
and engineers to work together as part of a team. Most scientists in the solar industry work in
an office or laboratory and also spend some time in manufacturing facilities with engineers and
processing specialists. Physicists observe, measure, interpret, and develop theories to explain
physical phenomena using mathematics. In the solar power industry, physicists work with
chemists, materials scientists, and engineers to improve the efficiency of solar panels.
Physicists also find new materials to use for solar panel generation, such as the thin-film
photovoltaic solar panels. Chemists investigate the properties, composition, and structure of
matter and the laws that govern the reactions of substances to each other. Using this
knowledge, chemists in the solar power industry are able to improve on solar cell design,
develop new materials for making solar cells, or improve existing materials. They typically focus
on semiconducting materials, which are usually silicon-based materials or organic compounds,
because most solar panels are made of semiconducting materials and some newer thin-film
panels are made out of organic materials. Materials scientists study the structures and chemical

properties of various materials to develop new products or enhance existing ones. Current
research in the solar power field is focused on developing new materials, especially thin-film
cells, and decreasing the cost of photovoltaic panels. Materials scientists are also seeking to
increase solar panel efficiency. Efficiency refers to the percentage of available energy that is
actually harnessed by the solar cells. Most modern solar cells can only harvest about 10 to 15
percent of solar energy, with some types of panels capable of 25 to 30 percent efficiency.
Finally, material scientists are seeking to create building-integrated solar energy technologies
that address common complaints about solar panels taking away the aesthetic appeal of a
building because of their large and bulky nature. A doctoral degree is a necessity for scientists
that conduct original research and develop new products; however, some workers may enter
the scientific fields with a bachelor's or master's degree. Computer skills are essential for
scientists to perform data analysis, integration, modeling, and testing. Certification or licensure
is not necessary for most of these scientists. BLS does not currently have wage data specific to
the solar power industry. The table that follows shows wages for selected scientists for May The
wages are median annual wages for the United States as a whole; wages vary by employer and
location. Footnote: 1 The Occupational Employment Statistics data are available at The data do
not include benefits. Engineers apply the principles of science and mathematics to develop
economical solutions to technical problems. Their work is the link between scientific research
and commercial applications. Many engineers specify precise functional requirements, and then
design, test, and integrate components to produce designs for new products. After the design
phase, engineers are responsible for evaluating a design's effectiveness, cost, reliability, and
safety. Engineers use computers extensively to produce and analyze designs, and for
simulating and testing solar energy systems. Computers are also necessary for monitoring
quality control processes. Computer software developers design the software and other
systems needed to manufacture solar components, manage the production of solar panels, and
control some solar generating systems. Most engineers work in offices, laboratories, or
industrial plants. Engineers are typically employed by manufacturers of solar equipment and
may travel frequently to different worksites, including to plants in Asia and Europe. Engineers
are one of the most sought-after occupations by employers in the solar power industry.
According to the Solar Foundation, 53 percent of manufacturing firms reported difficulty in
hiring qualified engineers in Materials engineers are involved in the development, processing,
and testing of the materials for use in products that must meet specialized design and
performance specifications. In the solar industry, they work with semiconductors, metals,
plastics, glass, and composites mixtures of these materials to create new materials that meet
electrical and chemical requirements of solar cells. They create and study materials at an
atomic level, using advanced processes to replicate the characteristics of those materials and
their components using computer modeling programs. Chemical engineers apply the principles
of chemistry to design or improve equipment or to devise processes for manufacturing
chemicals and products. In the solar power industry, they design equipment and processes for
large-scale manufacturing, plan and test methods of manufacturing solar cells, and supervise
the production of solar cells. Chemical engineers in the solar industry typically focus on
semiconductors or organic chemistry, since most solar panels are made of semiconducting
materials and some newer thin-film panels are made out of organic materials. Electrical
engineers design, develop, test, and supervise the manufacture of electrical components. They
are responsible for designing the electrical circuitry of solar panels and supporting devices for
panels, such as inverters and wiring systems. Industrial engineers determine the most effective
ways to use the basic factors of productionâ€”people, machines, materials, information, and
energyâ€”to make a product or provide a service. In the solar power industry, they are
concerned primarily with increasing productivity through the management of people, the use of
technology, and the improvement of production methods of solar cells or mirrors. To maximize
efficiency, industrial engineers study the product requirements carefully and design
manufacturing and information systems with the help of mathematical models. Mechanical
engineers research, design, develop, manufacture, and test tools, engines, machines, and other
mechanical devices. Engineers in the solar power industry work on the machines used in the
manufacturing of solar panels. In the United States, solar photovoltaic manufacturing is highly
automated. Machines do the majority of work: cutting semiconducting materials, such as
crystalline silicon, into wafers, turning them into solar cells, and assembling the solar cells into
solar panels. Besides machines, mechanical engineers also design and test the electric
generators and pumps that are used in concentrating solar power plants. Computer software
developers are computer specialists who design and develop software used for a variety of
purposes. In the solar power industry, computer software is used in forecasting weather and
sunlight patterns to assess the feasibility and cost of generating solar power in a particular

area. In power plants, software is used to monitor the equipment and to adjust the direction of
mirrors or photovoltaic panels so that the maximum amount of energy is captured as the sun
moves in the sky. Software developers are responsible for updating, repairing, expanding, and
modifying existing programs. Engineering technicians assist engineers with solving technical
problems in research, development, manufacturing, construction, inspection, and maintenance.
Their work is more narrowly focused and application-oriented than that of engineers or
scientists. Engineering technicians who work in the research and development of solar panels
or machines will build or set up equipment, prepare and conduct experiments, collect data, and
calculate or record results. They may also help engineers or scientists to make prototypes of
newly designed equipment or assist with computer-aided design and drafting CADD equipment.
Engineers typically enter the solar industry with a bachelor's degree in engineering. However,
because of the complexity of some systems, a significant number of jobs require a master's or
doctoral degree. Engineers are expected to complete continuing education and keep up with
rapidly changing technology. Certifications are usually required and depend on the systems
used by a particular manufacturer. Licensure as a professional engineer PE is desirable and
often required, depending on an engineer's specialty. Entry-level engineers may be hired as
interns or junior team members and work under the close supervision of senior or supervisory
engineers. As they gain experience, they are assigned more complex tasks and are given
greater independence and leadership responsibilities. Software developers typically have at
least a bachelor's degree in computer science or a related discipline, combined with experience
in computer programming and software design. Engineering technicians typically have an
associate's degree or certification from a community college or technical school. Technicians
participate in on-the-job training and are closely supervised by engineers. However, BLS does
have wage data for the Semiconductor and Other Electronic Component Manufacturing industry
group, which includes production of solar panels. The following table shows BLS data for
selected occupations in this industry group for May The wages shown are median annual wages
for the United States as a whole; wages vary by employer and location. Manufacturing in the
solar industry focuses on three technologies: concentrating solar power CSP , photovoltaic
solar power, and solar water heating. However, the vast majority of solar manufacturing firms
focus mainly on photovoltaic solar power and producing photovoltaic panels. The production
process for photovoltaic panels is more complex than for CSP components, and it involves
complicated electronics. Making photovoltaic panels requires the work of many skilled workers,
including semiconductor processors, computer-controlled machine tool operators, glaziers, and
coating and painting workers. The manufacture of CSP mirrors includes many of the same
occupations. Semiconductor processors are workers who oversee the manufacturing process
of solar cells. Semiconductors are unique substances, which act as either conductors or
insulators of electricity, depending on the conditions. Semiconductor processors turn
semiconductors into photovoltaic cells. The process begins with the production of cylinders of
silicon or other semiconducting materials, which are called ingots. The ingots are sliced into
thin wafers using automated equipment, and are sometimes polished. The wafers are then
connected to metal strips and placed into the cells. These cells are then arranged into larger
solar panels. The electrical circuitry of solar cells is very small, and microscopic contamination
can render the cell useless. Because of this, most of the manufacturing processes are
automated, and it is important to have workers to monitor the equipment and make adjustments
as necessary. They also perform necessary maintenance and repairs on equipment.
Semiconductor processors test completed cells and perform diagnostic analyses. Workers are
required to wear special lightweight outer garments known as "bunny suits" and spend most of
their day working in clean rooms to prevent contamination of the cells and circuitry.
Computer-controlled machine tool operators are workers who run computer numerically
controlled CNC machines, a machine tool that forms and shapes solar mirror or panel
components. Some of the more highly trained CNC workers also program the machines to cut
new pieces according to design schematics. CNC operators use machines to mass-produce
components that require highly precise cutting. In the solar power industry, they manufacture
precisely designed mirrors for CSP plants and many of the components of photovoltaic panels.
Welding, soldering, and brazing workers apply heat to metal pieces during the manufacturing
process, melting and fusing them to form a permanent bond. Welders join two or more pieces of
metal by melting them together. Soldering and brazing workers use a metal with a lower melting
point than that of the original piece, so only the added metal is melted, preventing the piece
from warping or distorting. Solar panels are made up of many small cells that are soldered to
electric circuitry. This process may be automated, with workers monitoring the machines.
Glaziers are responsible for selecting, cutting, installing, replacing, and removing glass or
glass-like materials. Photovoltaic panels are placed in an aluminum frame and are typically

encased in glass or laminates to protect them from the elements. The glaziers are responsible
for measuring and cutting the glass or laminate to cover the panel; securing it in place; and
sealing it using rubber, vinyl, or silicone compounds. It is important to prevent the cover from
cracking or scratching thereby reducing the efficiency of the solar panel. CSP plants are made
up of many highly reflective mirrors manufactured to exact specifications. Many of these plants
use curved mirrors, which are challenging to produce. Glaziers are instrumental in the
manufacturing, installation, and maintenance of these mirrors. Glaziers ensure the mirrors
maintain maximum reflectivity in order to perform at desired levels. Because these mirrors are
located outdoors and are expensive to make, glaziers must often refinish and refurbish them.
Mirrors also break frequently, and glaziers produce the replacements. Coating and painting
machine setters, operators, and tenders apply coatings to solar panels, which can be a
complicated process that must be done with a high level of precision. Mirrors in CSP plants are
typically coated to protect them from the environment and to make them resistant to scratches
and corrosion. Solar photovoltaic panels are also covered in protective coatings, and these
coatings increase the efficiency of the panels. Special coatings, such as titanium oxide, make
solar panels less reflective and therefore able to absorb more sunlight or lose less sunlight.
Before painting or coating a mirror or panel, workers prepare the surface by sanding or grinding
away any imperfections. After preparing the surface, it is carefully cleaned to prevent any dust
or dirt from becoming trapped under the coating. The coating is then applied by spraying it onto
the panel. Many manufacturers apply coatings through an automated process. It is the workers'
job to set up the systems, add solvents, monitor the equipment, and feed the pieces through the
machines. Coating and painting workers may be exposed to dangerous fumes from paint and
coating solutions and other hazardous chemicals. Workers are usually required to wear masks
and special suits to protect them from the fumes produced by paint, solvents, and other
chemicals. Electrical and electronics installers and repairers work on a number of the complex
electronic equipment that the solar industry depends on for a variety of functions.
Manufacturers use industrial controls to automatically monitor and direct production processes
on the factory floor. Electrical and electronic equipment assemblers put together the final
products and the components that go into them. They are responsible for assembling the
complex electrical circuitry in a photovoltaic panel, as well as assembling the components,
such as inverters or controls, that connect to solar panels. Many of these assemblers operate
automated systems to assemble small electronic parts that are too small or fragile for human
assembly. Industrial production managers plan, direct, and coordinate work on the factory floor.
They determine which machines will be used, whether new machines need to be purchased,
when overtime shifts are necessary, and how to improve the production process. They keep
production runs on schedule, and are responsible for solving problems that could jeopardize
the quality of the components. The level and type of training necessary for occupations in the
solar power manufacturing process varies. Most production workers are trained on the job and
gain expertise with experience. Workers in more skilled positions, such as computer-controlled
machine tool operators, may attend formal training programs or apprenticeships. Experience
working with electronics or semiconductors may be helpful for some of these occupations.
Industrial production managers are typically required to have college degrees in business
administration, management, industrial technology, or engineering. BLS does not track wage
data specific to the solar power industry. However, BLS does track wage data for the
Semiconductor and Other Electronic Component Manufacturing industry group, which includes
production of solar panels. Footnotes: 1 The Occupational Employment Statistics data are
available at Wages listed are for the occupation as a whole. Building a solar power plant is
complex and site selection requires years of research and planning. The proposed site must
meet several criteria: large, relatively flat site, adequate sunlight, and minimal environmental
impact once built. Prior to beginning construction on a new solar plant, real estate brokers and
scientists must ensure the site is suitable and that the proper federal, state, and local permits
are obtained for construction of a power plant. Real estate brokers are instrumental in procuring
land on which to build power plants. They are responsible for obtaining the land by purchasing
or leasing it from land owners. Real estate brokers must work with local, state, and federal
government agencies, community members and organizations, utility companies, and others
that have a stake in the proposed power plant. They work alongside lawyers, accountants, and
project managers. Real estate brokers also consult with atmospheric scientists to determine if
the land is suitable for a solar power plant. Real estate brokers in the solar industry must have
specialized knowledge of property specifications for solar power plants and the regulations in
place for obtaining the property. Currently, many large solar plants in the United States have
been built onâ€”or are proposed to be built onâ€”federal lands, so brokers have to work with
the Bureau of Land Management to obtain leases for these properties. Atmospheric scientists

including meteorologists study the atmosphere and weather patterns. In the solar power
industry, they study particular areas being considered for development of a solar power plant.
Because the efficiency of solar panels and concentrating solar power plants is highly
dependent on the weather of a particular area, atmospheric scientists are needed to study
atmospheric and weather conditions prior to the development of plants or large commercial
solar projects. They can help determine if solar power will be a cost-effective way to generate
energy in a particular area by studying past weather patterns and using computers to create
models of expected weather activity. Although many atmospheric scientists work for companies
that develop large-scale solar projects, some work for smaller consulting firms that provide
these services to individual customers who are considering installing solar power in their
homes or small businesses. Environmental scientists ensure that environmental regulations
and policies are followed and that sensitive parts of the ecosystem are protected. Many solar
power plants are built in desert areas that have fragile ecosystems and numerous protected
species. Construction and operation of plants must have minimal impact on the surrounding
environment. Environmental scientists use their knowledge of the natural sciences to minimize
hazards to the health of the environment and surrounding population. Real estate brokers
typically have a bachelor's degree or a higher degree in business, real estate, law, engineering,
or a related discipline. Experience with obtaining land permits and an understanding of tax and
accounting rules are necessary, as well as familiarity with local environmental and energy
regulations. Experience working with relevant government agencies, such as the Bureau of
Land Management, is also desirable. Companies typically hire people with experience in land
acquisition and management and train them to their specific needs. Atmospheric and
environmental scientists typically need a bachelor's degree, but scientists with a master's or
doctoral degree are preferred, depending on the scale of the projects they work on. Many of
these scientists are hired on for the length of specific projects, and more education and
experience makes them more attractive to hire full time. Atmospheric and environmental
scientists may also need to be licensed, depending on local regulations. The following table
shows BLS data for selected occupations for May Once a site has been selected, civil engineers
are responsible for the design of the power plant and related structures. When construction
begins, workers are needed to build the actual plant. For a concentrating solar power CSP plant,
large mirrors are arranged to catch and focus sunlight for power generation, therefore storage
tanks, pipes, and generators must be installed before the plant is connected to the electrical
grid. Photovoltaic plants are less complex, requiring installation of arrays of photovoltaic
panels before they are connected to transformers and the grid. Construction managers have the
responsibility of managing the entire construction process. Construction managers oversee the
construction of solar power plants, from site selection to the final construction of the plant.
They supervise a team of diverse occupations, including engineers, scientists, construction
workers, and heavy-equipment operators. Construction managers are employed by large
construction companies, energy companies, or utilities companies and work under contract or
as salaried employees. Because of the size of a power plant and the complexity of the
construction, a project manager will typically oversee several construction managers, who then
supervise individual aspects of the construction. The construction manager's time is split
between working at the construction site and an office, which may be located onsite or offsite.
Primary office responsibilities include management of permits, contracts, and the budget. At the
site, the construction manager monitors progress and performs inspections for quality control.
Construction managers oversee the contracting process and manage various contractors and
subcontractors. They are responsible for ensuring a safe work environment where workers
adhere to strict site safety policies. Civil engineers design and supervise the construction of
power plants. Solar power plants can take a number of forms and sizes. CSP plants are more
like typical power plants and require incorporating large steam turbines and storage tanks, plus
a large, flat area for the solar array. Photovoltaic plants are less complex, but are a challenge for
engineers to design because the panels are optimally configured to efficiently harvest solar
power. Engineers ensure that the land is graded properly and is flat enough to support large
arrays of mirrors or photovoltaic panels. Civil engineers are also responsible for designing
necessary infrastructure, including roadways, support structures, foundations, and plumbing
systems. Construction laborers perform a wide range of construction-related tasks. Most
construction laborers specialize in one component of construction, such as metalworking,
concrete pouring and setting, assembly, or demolition. Laborers prepare the site for
construction by removing trees and debris. They are also responsible for monitoring and
repairing compressors, pumps, and generators, and for erecting scaffolding and other support
structures, as well as loading, unloading, identifying, and distributing building materials in
accordance with project plans. Construction equipment operators use machinery to move

construction materials, earth, and other heavy materials at a construction site. Many plants
require flat, unobstructed ground in order to line up the solar panels or mirrors, and equipment
operators operate machinery to clear and grade the land. They also operate cranes to lift and
place heavy objects, such as photovoltaic arrays, large mirrors, and turbine generators. They
set up and inspect their equipment, make adjustments to the equipment, and perform some
maintenance and minor repairs. Welders who work in solar power plant construction are
important for both CSP and photovoltaic plants. In CSP plants, the work of welders includes
joining structural beams together when constructing buildings, installing the structures that
support the mirrors, and joining pipes together. At photovoltaic plants, welders are instrumental
in building the solar panel mounting systems. Panels must be mounted on the ground or on a
roof using metal beams, and welders are responsible for attaching these beams together to
form the mounts. Structural iron and steel workers use blueprints to place and install iron or
steel girders, columns, and other structures to form the support structures for power plants.
These workers also cut the structures to proper size, drill bolts for holes, and number them for
onsite assembly by construction workers or solar photovoltaic installers. The structures are
then shipped to worksites where they will be erected by structural iron and steel workers on a
construction site. In most construction occupations, workers are trained on the job. Laborers
typically work under supervisors, who direct them to complete tasks. As laborers gain more
experience and prove their abilities, they may move up to become supervisors. Equipment
operators often learn on the job or complete a formal training program, or a combination be
certified, which involves some training and testing to ensure competence and safety.
Construction managers are typically educated in construction management, business
management, or engineering, and usually have experience working in construction. Experience
is important for construction managers, so it may be substituted for some educational
requirements. Large, complex projects such as power plants, however, require specialized
education. Workers with a degree in construction management or engineering, but without
significant experience, may be hired as assistants to construction managers. Civil engineers
have at least a bachelor's degree in civil or structural engineering. Lead engineers on large
projects, such as power plants, have specialized experience and typically have at least a
master's degree. Licensure as a professional engineer PE may be required. Welders usually
learn their trade through on-the-job training or a formal apprenticeship program, or they may
attend a formal training program at a trade school or community college. There are many
different techniques that welders may use that also require additional training. Structural steel
and iron workers are typically trained on the job and may complete additional specialized
training. BLS does not have wage data specific to the solar power industry. However, BLS does
track the wage of occupations in the Utility System Construction industry group, which includes
construction of solar power plants. The wages shown are median annual wages for the United
States as a whole; however, wages do vary by employer and location. Workers at solar power
plants install, operate, and maintain equipment. They also monitor the production process and
correct any problems that arise during normal operation. Concentrating solar power CSP plants
require more workers than photovoltaic plants; photovoltaic plants can sometimes even be run
remotely. Power plant operators monitor power generation and distribution from control rooms
at power plants. They monitor the solar arrays and generators and regulate output from the
generators, and they monitor instruments to maintain voltage to regulate electricity flows from
the plant. Power plant operators communicate with distribution centers to ensure that the
proper amount of electricity is being generated based on demand. They also go on rounds
through the plant to check that everything is operating correctly, keeping records of switching
operations and loads on generators, lines, and transformers. Operators use computers to report
unusual incidents or malfunctioning equipment, and to record maintenance performed during
their shifts. Some CSP plants have a secondary source of power generation, such as
natural-gas powered turbines, that will generate power at night or when the weather doesn't
allow for sufficient solar power generation. Power plant operators are responsible for
monitoring this equipment and deciding when to switch from solar generation to the secondary
source. Pump operators tend, control, and operate pump and manifold systems that transfer oil,
water, and other materials throughout the CSP plant. CSP plants use mirrors to heat fluids like
molten salt or synthetic oil, which are pumped through the solar heating devices and into a
heat-transfer device to produce steam. Pump operators maintain the equipment and regulate
the flow of materials according to a schedule set up by the plant engineers or production
supervisors. The work tends to be repetitive and physically demanding. Workers may lift and
carry heavy objects and stoop, kneel, crouch, or crawl in awkward positions. Some work at
great heights, and most work is done outdoors. Electricians are responsible for installing and
maintaining the electrical equipment and wiring that connects the plant to the electrical grid.

Electricians in power plants work with heavy equipment, including generators, inverters, and
transformers. They must be familiar with computer systems that regulate the flow of electricity,
and they must be comfortable with high-voltage systems. Plumbers, pipefitters, and steamfitter
s install, maintain, and repair pipe systems. Pipe systems in power plants carry the
heat-transfer materialâ€”synthetic oil or molten saltâ€”throughout the plant and into special
heat containment units. Other pipes carry steam from the heaters to the turbines that generate
electricity. These pipes often carry materials at both high temperatures and high pressure. The
workers monitor, regulate, and control flow through the popes using automatic controls.
Plumbers, pipefitters, and steamfitters need physical strength and stamina. They must
frequently lift heavy pipes, stand for long periods of time, and work in uncomfortable and
cramped positions. They often must work outdoors and in inclement weather conditions. In
addition, they are subject to possible injuries brought on by falls from ladders, cuts from sharp
objects, and burns from hot pipes or soldering equipment. Electrical and electronics installers
and repairers use electronic power equipment to operate and control generating plants,
substations, and monitoring equipment. They install, maintain, and repair these complex
systems. Electrical engineers are responsible for controlling electrical generation and
monitoring transmission devices used by electric utilities in power plants. Power plant workers
generally need a combination of education, on-the-job training, and experience. Strong
mechanical, technical, and computer skills are needed to operate a power plant. Companies
also require a strong math and science background for workers seeking highly technical jobs.
Knowledge of these subjects can be obtained through specialized training courses. Because of
security concerns, many power plant operators are subject to background investigations and
must have a clean criminal record. They must also be willing to submit to random drug testing.
Electricians and pipefitters and steamfitters must be trained on the specific systems on which
they work. They attend specialized training programs and undergo extensive on-the-job
training. However, BLS does have wage data for occupations in the Electric Power Generation,
Transmission and Distribution industry group, which includes the distribution of electricity
generated by solar power plants. The table that follows shows BLS data for selected
occupations in this industry group for May Solar photovoltaic installers are key to the process
of solar panel installation and maintenance. They use specialized skills to install residential and
commercial solar projects. They are responsible for safely attaching the panels to the roofs of
houses or other buildings and ensuring that the systems work. Solar photovoltaic installers
must be able to work with power tools and hand tools at great heights, and possess in-depth
knowledge of electrical wiring as well as basic math skills. When necessary, installers must be
problem solvers, able to repair damaged systems or replace malfunctioning components. Safety
is a priority when installing solar panels because installers run the risk of falling from a roof or
being electrocuted by high voltage. Solar photovoltaic installers are often self-employed as
general contractors or employed by solar panel manufacturers or installation companies.
Installation companies typically specialize in installing certain types of panels and provide
some maintenance and repair services. When a solar panel system is purchased, manufacturers
may provide the buyer with installation services or maintenance and repair work. Self-employed
installers typically have training and experience with installing solar power systems and are
hired directly by the property owners or by a construction firm. The main component of a solar
installer's job is the preparation of the installation site. Before the installation process begins, a
full audit of a structure is conducted, including a survey of the existing electrical system and
developing safety procedures. The job is then designed based on the characteristics of the
structure and the type of system being installed. After the layout and equipment are finalized,
the permits are obtained from the relevant governments local, state, federal, or a combination. If
the installers do not do these preparations themselves, they must familiarize themselves with
the site before they begin working on it. Once installation begins, the proper safety equipment,
such as a rope and anchor system, must be set up to prevent falls from the rooftop. Often, the
building will have to be upgraded to support the solar panels; this may involve reinforcing the
roof, replacing rafters, or installing supports to handle the added weight of the panels. The roof
must be marked to show where the arrays will be placed, and holes are drilled in the roof to
attach the mounting system. After the mounting system is in place, the solar panels can be
installed. Workers use caution during installation because the panels are fragile, expensive, and
weigh at least 40 pounds each. If the panels are damaged during the installation process, the
company has to cover the cost of repair or replacement. Solar photovoltaic installers typically
have a background in construction or as electricians. There is no formal training standard for
installers, but courses are offered by a variety of institutions, such as trade schools,
apprenticeship programs, or by photovoltaic module manufacturers. Training programs vary
widely and can range from 1 day to several weeks. Certification, while not necessary, can

improve the job prospects of installers, and many larger projects require workers to be certified.
Solar installers may work alongside roofers, electricians, and plumbers in order to learn the
variety of skills needed to complete an installation. Many installers enter the field with previous
experience in one or more of these fields. BLS does not currently publish wage data available
for solar photovoltaic installers, but these data are being collected. Installers trained as
electricians or those that are licensed as general contractors can make significantly more. As
with any occupation, wages and benefits vary by employer and geographic location. Other
occupations in solar installation and maintenance are site assessors, electricians, plumbers,
and roofers. These workers are involved in the installation process but are not classified as
solar photovoltaic installers. However, solar photovoltaic installers posses many of the same
skills as these occupations and often have work experience in these fields. Site assessors
determine how much energy can be harvested at a particular location and then make
recommendations based on that assessment. Site assessors help determine the best type, size,
and layout of solar panels, and help draw up plans for installation crews. Assessors may take
readings of sunlight at a proposed location, review weather patterns, and calculate potential
costs and savings. Site assessors are usually hired for commercial projects by companies that
are making substantial investments in solar power and therefore want to ensure maximum
benefits from the project. Some site assessors may consult with homeowners or solar
installation companies on residential projects. Electricians install and maintain all of the
electrical and power systems in a home or business. They install and maintain the wiring and
control the equipment through which electricity flows. Electricians are responsible for
connecting the solar panels, inverter, and other equipment to a building's power supply.
Electricians may or may not specialize in solar installation; however, most electricians that work
with solar panels have some experience or training on solar power equipment. If a new building
or house is being constructed with a solar power generating system, electricians may be
responsible for installing the solar power system along with the electrical wiring system, or they
may be responsible for simply connecting the solar equipment. Plumbers install solar water
heating systems. These systems replace or augment a conventional water heater and must be
connected to a house's or building's plumbing. To install these systems, plumbers require
specialized training to work with solar water heater equipment. Roofers install and repair roofs,
and they ensure that any cuts or holes made in the roof during the installation of solar panels
and mounting racks are properly repaired and sealed. They may also assist with the installation
of mounting systems and structural supports. Roofers typically work with a variety of materials
including tar, asphalt, gravel, rubber, thermoplastic, metal, and shingles. Roofing work is very
strenuous. It requires workers to be on hot roofs for long periods of time, and it carries the risk
of falls and other injuries. Site assessors generally have past experience with electrical or
roofing work or experience as solar photovoltaic installers. They receive on-the-job training as
well as specialized training in the equipment and techniques used to assess a site for a
potential solar project. Some formal educational programs are available that teach basic site
assessment including how to gauge the feasibility of solar generation, estimate costs, and
determine which products to use. Plumbers and electricians receive training through
supervised apprenticeships administered by technical schools or community colleges.
Apprenticeships usually consist of 4 or 5 years of paid on-the-job training and at least hours of
related classroom instruction per year. Most states require plumbers and electricians to be
licensed. Licensing requirements vary, but it is common for states to require between 2 and 5
years of experience, followed by an examination that tests knowledge of trade and local codes.
Applicants for apprenticeships must be at least 18 years old and in good physical condition.
Drug tests may be required, and most apprenticeship programs ask that applicants have at least
a high school diploma or equivalent. Plumbers and electricians working on solar installation
projects must also have specialized training on the systems that they will be installing, or they
must work under the supervision of a qualified solar photovoltaic installer. Roofers typically
have on-the-job training and may participate in 3-year apprenticeship program. Many roofers in
the solar industry educate themselves through additional training, or they gain experience to
become solar photovoltaic installers. The following table shows BLS data for selected
occupations in the Construction of Buildings industry group for May This industry group
includes new residential and nonresidential construction and remodeling. BLS does not publish
data for site assessors. The advancement of the solar power industry has led to job creation in
a number of other occupations as well. Many of these jobs do not concentrate on solar power,
but they provide support to solar energy production and contribute to the industry as a whole.
For instance, the solar power supply chain consists of many different manufacturers of varying
sizes. Foundry workers are an important part of this supply chain; they cast metal, plastics, and
composites out of raw materials into individual components for solar energy production. Solar

manufacturers need trained salespeople to sell their products to customers. Sales
representatives, sales engineers, and sales managers are instrumental in matching a
company's products to consumers' needs. They are responsible for making their products
known and generating interest in the products. Sales professionals may work directly for
manufacturers, distributers, installers, or consulting services. A salesperson must stay abreast
of new products and the changing needs of customers. They attend trade shows at which new
products and technologies are showcased. Clean energy such as solar power is expected to be
a key piece of the growing "green economy," and jobs in solar power show great potential for
new employment opportunities. Jobs are expected to grow in all the major sectors of the solar
power industry: manufacturing, project development, construction, operation and maintenance,
and installation. This growth in the solar power industry is evidenced by the rapid increase in
solar capacity over the past several years, leading to the increased the demand for skilled
workers. Jobs in this industry are located in many states and cover a wide variety of
occupations. As solar technology evolves and new uses for solar power are discovered,
occupations in the industry will continue to grow and develop. The author would like to thank
Andrea Luecke and Samantha Jacoby of the Solar Foundation and Justin Baca of the Solar
Energy Industries Association for their support of this project and for reviewing a draft of this
report. BLS has begun collecting green jobs data and it is expected to be available in For more
information on the BLS green jobs initiatives please see Menu Search button Search:. Posted
on Last updated: January 15, Categories Camper van conversion guide. By: Author Angela and
Graham. As an Amazon Associate we earn from qualifying purchases. For more info, please
check our disclosure page. This post is one part in our DIY campervan solar system series. The
purpose of this post is to share with you our DIY solar wiring diagrams, provide a brief glossary
about each component of a solar system and to explain a little of the theory behind our
diagrams. Before you decide what size solar system to install in your campervan, we highly
recommend calculating your needs first, then matching those needs with solar panels. You can
check out our complete set of electrical calculators for RVs and campervan conversions to help
size your entire solar setup. How much a solar panel can power depends on a number of
variables including the time of year, the weather, your location and the type of charge controller
you install. To give you a visual idea of what you can expect to power from different size
systems, check out this image below. While this is of course only indicative, it does illustrate
that to be in with a chance of living completely off solar generated energy in a van , you need a
minimum of w of solar panels. Need more advice and support on a specific part of your
campervan electrics? Join our new Facebook Group to connect with a growing community of
like-minded van builders. Solar panels harvest sunlight, converting it to electricity. Solar charge
controllers regulate the current from the panels to a safe level so it can charge the batteries.
Check out our complete guide on how to select the right solar charge controller for your setup.
If you need to know what size to get, use our interactive solar charge controller calculator. Deep
cycle batteries are sized in amp hours or Ah. The higher the amp hours, the more energy is
stored. Different types of batteries perform in different ways so ah of one type of battery is not
equal to ah of a different type. You can read more detail about them in our post on campervan
batteries and see why we recommend choosing Gel or Lithium-ion. Solar panel mounting
brackets allow you to fit the solar panel to your van without needing to drill holes in the roof.
Solar panel cables or solar wires are rated to handle the current from the panels, connecting
them to the charge controller. By increasing using bigger cables, you can minimise voltage loss
between the solar panel and the charge controller. Choosing the correct campervan wiring sizes
is critical for safety and efficient performance of a solar power system. A solar panel gland seal
is a weather proof seal to plug the hole needed to run the solar cables into the RV. Fuse holder
sits between the solar charge controller and the battery cut off switch, holding the fuse to
protect the battery. Choose a cut off switch plenty big enough to cope with the entire amp hour
capacity of the batteries with wriggle room for future expansion. Wire Lugs or battery terminal
eyes allow you to connect the solar panel cable to the battery. Solar kits are pre-packaged
configurations including most of the components need to install an RV solar panel system. Just
click the link to go straight to the wiring diagram for the size closest to your chosen system. A
watt solar set up is an ideal starter size or for small campers with little energy demand or roof
space. And with the right sized components, it will be cost effective to scale up in the future
when your budget allows. With careful use, w of solar is enough for living in a van full time in
fair weather conditions, perfect for sun chasing van lifers. At watts, a solar system is capable of
supporting a the energy demands of a couple or even a small family in a medium sized RV. With
careful use and monitoring, this is pretty close to year round living without the need for other
energy sources like driving or hook up. In a medium sized campervan this is luxury and will
support off grid living year round - if you have the roof space for the panels and storage space

for the batteries. For a complete step by step guide check out our detailed guide on how to
install solar panels on RVs, campervan and motorhomes. Some of the tools can be quite
expensive. Unless you expect to get a lot of use out of them in the future, try to borrow them
where possible. The one thing we do encourage you to invest in is the multimeter. Check out
our complete guide for how to use a digital multimeter in your camper. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Hey there! Join Campervan Electrics
Facebook Group. Each wiring diagram provides: a detailed wiring diagram for the given size â€”
both series and parallel , what you can reasonably expect to power with a system of that size,
tips for future scaleability, a complete shopping list of parts needed for a DIY installation and
where available, pre-configured solar panel kits. A watt solar set up gives a little more luxury in
small campervans. This is goal zero! A whopping w of solar power should be enough for even
the largest of RVs and campervans. This is our idea of heaven! Click here to cancel reply.
Looking for something? Search for:. Let's Connect! JavaScript seems to be disabled in your
browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. If
you're asking this question, you've probably noticed that most modern high power solar
modules are manufactured with wire leads that have MC4 connectors on the ends. Years ago,
solar modules were built with a junction box on the back that required the installer to manually
attach wires to the positive and negative terminal posts. This method is still used, but it's slowly
becoming a thing of the past. Modern solar modules tend to use the MC4 connectors because
they make wiring your solar array much simpler and faster. The connectors come in both male
and female types which are designed to snap together. They meet the requirements of the
National Electric Code, they're UL certified and the preferred connection method of electrical
inspectors. Due to the locking mechanism of the MC4 connectors, they will not come unplugged
and are well suited for outdoor environments. The connectors can be separated but it requires a
special MC4 unlocking tool. Take a look at the first module and you'll notice that it has two
wires extending from the junction box. Generally, the female MC4 connector is associated with
the positive lead and the male connector is associated with the negative lead. This may not
always be the case, so it's always a good idea to look at the markings on the junction box or
test the polarity with a digital voltmeter. A series connection is when you wire the modules
together by connecting the positive lead on one module to the negative lead on another module.
The male connector will snap directly into the female connector. Here's a simple diagram
illustrating this. As you can see, the two modules are now connected together by the two leads.
This increases the voltage of the circuit. For example, if your modules are rated for 18 volts at
maximum power Vmp , then two of them connected in series will measure 36 Vmp. If you
connected three modules in series, the total Vmp would be 54 volts. The current at max power
Imp will be constant when wiring a series circuit. Wiring MC4 Equipped Modules in Parallel:
Parallel wiring requires the positive leads to be connected together and the negative leads to be
connected together. This method will increase the current at max power Imp while keeping the
voltage constant. For example, let's say your modules are rated for 8 amps Imp, and 18 volts
Vmp. If you connect two of them in parallel, your total amps would be 16 amps Imp and the
voltage would remain at 18 volts Vmp. When wiring two or more modules in parallel, you will
need some additional equipment. If you're only using two modules, the easiest method is to use
MC4 multibranch connectors. You obviously can't connect two male connectors or two female
connectors together, so we use the multibranch connectors to accomplish that. There are two
different multibranch connectors. One type accepts two male MC4 connectors on the input side
and has a male MC4 connector for its output. The other type accepts two female MC4
connectors and has a female MC4 connector for its output. Essentially, you've stepped down
the number of wires from two positive and two negatives to one positive and one negative.
Here's a diagram so that you can see what it's doing. If you are paralleling more than two
modules or you're paralleling strings of modules, that requires a device called a PV combiner
box. You no longer need the multibranch connectors because the combiner box will be
performing the same function. The multibranch connectors are only suitable for paralleling two
modules together. If you need to connect more than two modules or strings in parallel, a
combiner box is used. The total number of modules that can be combined will depend upon the
electrical rating and physical size of the combiner box. Whether you've combined your modules
with the multibranch connectors or with a combiner box, you'll need to understand how to
select and use MC4 extension cables. Don't feel bad if you're confused by the MC4 extension
cables. If you've never worked with solar modules before, they can be a little intimidating. First
of all, they're expensive. Nobody wants to purchase an expensive cable and later find out the
length is too short after it's been cut. Cut cables cannot be returned, so we want to be sure you
fully understand how to choose the appropriate length and how to use them to connect your
panels together. An MC4 extension cable is very similar in concept to an electrical extension

cord. Just like an extension cord has a male plug on one end and a female plug on the other, an
MC4 extension cable has a male connector on one end and a female connector on the opposite
end. They are available in many different lengths from 8 feet to feet long. Let's go back to our
first example of wiring two modules in series. Once you've got the two modules connected in
series, you need to use MC4 cables to bring that power to wherever your electrical equipment is
located usually a circuit breaker and a solar charge controller. Systems using two modules are
generally used for RV's and boats, so you can usually use the extension cables along the entire
distance. When you use solar panels on a house or cabin, the distance that the wire must travel
is normally so long that using an extension cable is no longer practical. In those situations, the
extension cables are used to connect the panels to a combiner box. That way you can use less
expensive wiring such as THHN rated insulation inside the electrical conduit to cover greater
distances at substantially less cost than the MC4 cables. Let's say that the total length of wire
needed to go from the two modules to your electrical equipment is 20 feet. Note: This is where
most people start getting confused. You only need one extender cable. We offer an extender
cable in a foot length, which is best suited for this situation. Remember that the two solar
modules that you've already connected together have one positive lead with a male MC4
connector and one female lead with a female MC4 connector. To travel the foot distance to your
equipment, you will need a foot wire with a male connector and a foot wire with a female
connector. This is achieved by cutting the foot extension cable in half. That will give you a foot
wire with a male connector and a foot wire with a female connector. That allows you to plug into
both leads of your solar panel and it gives you plenty of wire to get to your destination.
Sometimes cutting the cable in half is not always the best solution. Depending upon the
location of the combiner box, there may be a greater distance from one side of the panel string
to the combiner box than from the opposite side of the panel string. In this case, you will want
to cut the extender cable at a spot that allows both cut ends to reach the combiner box with a
little slack to work with. This diagram shows you an example of that scenario:. For systems
using a combiner box, you simply choose a length that, when cut, is long enough to be
terminated into the box. You can then strip back the insulation from the cut ends and terminate
them to a bus bar or circuit breakers. If for some reason you need to disconnect your MC4
cables, you will need one of these. You must insert the two extended posts on the end of the
tool into the side of the female MC4 connector. This disengages the locking mechanism on the
male connector and allows the two connectors to separate. The disconnect tool is sold as a set
of two. Two tools are required if you ever need to disassemble the connectors. This is almost
never necessary. Generally, one tool is all you will need. If you have any questions about MC4
connectors, multibranch connectors, extension cables or combiner boxes, please give us a call
or email us. One of our design specialists will be happy to help you. That voids the warranty of
most manufacturers. This diagram shows you an example of that scenario: For systems using a
combiner box, you simply choose a length that, when cut, is long enough to be terminated into
the box. Recent posts. Solar panel wiring aka stringing , and how to string solar panels
together, is a fundamental topic for any solar installer. You need to understand how different
stringing configurations impact the voltage, current, and power of a solar array. This makes it
possible to select an appropriate inverter for the array and make sure that the system will
function effectively. The stakes are high. This can also happen if you fail to account for how
shade will affect system voltage throughout the day. Advanced Considerations to Optimize Your
Design Thankfully, modern solar software can manage this complexity for you. For instance,
Aurora will automatically advise you on whether your string lengths are acceptable, or even
string the system for you. In this article, we review the basic principles of stringing in systems
with a string inverter and how to determine how many solar panels to have in a string. We also
review different stringing options such as connecting solar panels in series and connecting
solar panels in parallel. In order to understand the rules of solar panel wiring, it is necessary to
understand a few key electrical termsâ€”particularly voltage, current, and powerâ€”and how
they relate to each other. To understand these concepts, a helpful analogy is to think of
electricity like water in a tank. To expand the analogy, having a higher water level is like having
a higher voltage â€” there is more potential for something to happen current or water flow , as
illustrated below. Voltage , abbreviated as V and measured in volts , is defined as the difference
in electrical charge between two points in a circuit. It is this difference in charge that causes
electricity to flow. Voltage is a measure of potential energy, or the potential amount of energy
that can be released. In a solar array, the voltage is affected by a number of factors. First is the
amount of sunlight irradiance on the array. As you might assume, the more irradiance on the
panels, the higher the voltage will be. Temperature also affects voltage. As the temperature
increases, it reduces the amount of energy a panel produces see our discussion of Temperature
Coefficients for a more detailed discussion of this. On a cold sunny day, the voltage of a solar

array may be much higher than normal, while on a very hot day, the voltage may be significantly
reduced. In our example above, the water flowing through the pipe out of the tank is comparable
to the current in an electrical circuit. Electric current is measured in amps short for amperes.
Power P is the rate at which energy is transferred. In solar PV systems, an important function of
the inverterâ€”in addition to converting DC power from the solar array to AC power for use in
the home and on the gridâ€”is to maximize the power output of the array by varying the current
and voltage. In it, we discuss current-voltage IV curves charts which show how the panel output
current varies with panel output voltage , and power-voltage curves which show how panel
output power varies with panel output voltage. These curves offer insight into the voltage and
current combination s at which power output is maximized. To have a functional solar PV
system, you need to wire the panels together to create an electrical circuit through which
current will flow, and you also need to wire the panels to the inverter that will convert the DC
power produced by the panels to AC power that can be used in your home and sent to the grid.
In the solar industry. Each string inverter has a range of voltages at which it can operate. There
are multiple ways to approach solar panel wiring. One of the key differences to understand is
stringing solar panels in series versus stringing solar panels in parallel. These different
stringing configurations have different effects on the electrical current and voltage in the circuit.
Stringing solar panels in series involves connecting each panel to the next in a line as
illustrated in the left side of the diagram above. Just like a typical battery you may be familiar
with, solar panels have positive and negative terminals. When stringing in series, the wire from
the positive terminal of one solar panel is connected to the negative terminal of the next panel
and so on. When stringing panels in series, each panel additional adds to the total voltage V of
the string but the current I in the string remains the same. One drawback to stringing in series is
that a shaded panel can reduce the current through the entire string. Because the current
remains the same through the entire string, the current is reduced to that of the panel with the
lowest current. Stringing solar panels in parallel shown in the right side of the diagram above is
a bit more complicated. Rather than connecting the positive terminal of one panel to the
negative terminal of the next, when stringing in parallel, the positive terminals of all the panels
on the string are connected to one wire and the negative terminals are all connected to another
wire. When stringing panels in parallel, each additional panel increases the current amperage of
the circuit, however, the voltage of the circuit remains the same equivalent to the voltage of
each panel. Because of this, a benefit of stringing in series is that if one panel is heavily shaded,
the rest of the panels can operate normally and the current of the entire string will not be
reduced. There are several important pieces of information about your inverter and your solar
panels that you need before you can determine how to string your solar array. These specific
lab conditions provide consistency in testing but the real world conditions a PV system
experiences may be very different. As a result, the actual current and voltage of the panels may
vary significantly from these values. In the U. In Europe, higher voltages are allowed. We know
that voltage is additive in series strings while current is additive in parallel strings. As such, you
might intuitively assume that you can determine the voltage of our proposed PV system design
and whether it falls within the recommended range for the inverter by multiplying the voltage of
the panels by the number in a series string as illustrated in the example in the green box below.
Assumptions: I am using W panels with an open circuit voltage Voc of 40V. The inverter I plan
on using has a maximum voltage Vmax of V and a start voltage Vstart of V. I can follow the
same process, but using the start voltage, to determine the minimum number of panels I can
include on a string. You might also assume that you could determine the current of the system
by adding the current of each parallel string which would be equal to the current of the panels
multiplied by the number in the parallel string. Thus the simplified calculations above only give
you an initial rough estimate; you must account for how the voltage of the system will change
depending on the temperatures it may experience in the area where it is installed. At colder
temperatures, the voltage of the system may be much higher; at higher temperatures, it may be
much lower. To ensure that the temperature-adjusted string voltage is within the input voltage
window of the inverter, the following formulas can be used:. Aurora solar design software
automatically performs these calculations and alerts you as you are designing if your string
lengths are too long or too short given the expected temperatures at the site. For more
information on stringing in Aurora, see this help center article. Aurora also performs a variety of
other validations to ensure that the system will operate as expected and not violate codes or
equipment specificationsâ€”this can prevent costly performance issues. For a detailed overview
of these validations see this page in our help center. For a real-world example of why it is so
important to accurately account for how environmental conditions will impact the voltage of
your PV system, read our analysis of an underperforming system in Cathedral City, California.
This is because mismatches in the conditions on the strings will reduce the efficiency and

power output of your solar design for a discussion of why mismatches in shading, orientation,
or azimuth result in lost power output see the fourth article in our PV system losses series. This
will allow the inverter to ensure each string operates at the point where it produces the
maximum power its maximum power point. However, there are additional factors that a solar
designer can consider to arrive at the optimal design that is, the design that maximizes energy
production while minimizing cost. These factors include inverter clipping, the use of
module-level power electronics MLPE â€”devices which include microinverters and DC
optimizers, and design efficiency provided by software tools. Sometimes it may make sense to
oversize the solar array that you are connecting to the inverter leading to a theoretical maximum
voltage that is slightly higher than the inverter max. If the production gains exceed the
production lost to inverter clipping, then you can produce more power without paying for an
additional inverter or one with a higher voltage rating. Of course, this decision should be made
with care and a clear understanding of how much production will be clipped compared to how
much additional production will be gained at other times. In its system loss diagram , Aurora
indicates how much energy will be lost to clipping so that you can make an informed decision
about whether this makes sense. For a detailed explanation of inverter clipping and when a
system with inverter clipping makes sense, see our blog article on the subject. String inverters
are not the only inverter option. Microinverters, which are inverters that are attached to each
individual panel or a couple , allow each panel to operate at its maximum power point
regardless of the conditions on other panels. In this arrangement, one need not worry about
ensuring panels on the same string have the same conditions. Microinverters can also make it
easier to add more panels in the future. We discuss MLPE in more detail in this article. As you
can see, there are many considerations when it comes to stringing your panels and finding the
inverter and stringing configuration that are best for the customer. You may not arrive at the
optimal design the first time around so it can be helpful to evaluate a few different options. This
is where solar software can be particularly valuable. It will take into account the considerations
discussed here and present you with an ideal stringing configuration. Understanding the
principles of solar panel wiring will enable you to ensure optimal designs for your solar
customers. We hope you found this introductory primer helpful! Gwen Brown is the Senior
Content Marketer at Aurora Solar, managing the development of educational solar resources
like blog posts and webinars. Looking for a specific topic? Key Electrical Terms to Understand
for Solar Panel Wiring In order to understand the rules of solar panel wiring, it is necessary to
understand a few key electrical termsâ€”particularly voltage, current, and powerâ€”and how
they relate to each other. Related Posts. Adding a solar battery for your home is one of the best
ways to get consistent power and peace of mind. Here's how to choose a battery for How Solar
Energy Storage Works. There are a number factors you need to consider to make solar energy
storage work on a home. The most important thing to keep in mind when A solar panel spec
sheet provides valuable information about the operating parameters of a panel. Advanced
Considerations to Optimize Your Design. The United Kingdom is in 7th place followed by
Australia in 8th place. As the decade comes to a close, the forecast for solar power has never
looked brighter. In fact, industry experts predict the United States will double its solar
installations from two million to four million by Much of that growth will occur predictably in
sunny California, but several other states are spearheading solar projects, too. Note from the
graph below that three of the top five states leading in solar panel installations in were in the
not-too-sunny Northeast United States. Even the UK, with less sun than many parts of the U.
Australia meanwhile hit the 2 million solar installation mark in These are:. The technologies
underpinning all three of these types of solar panels have made significant improvements over
time to meet your energy needs better. This includes technologies like:. All of these innovations
in solar energy are cutting edge and many, especially bifacials and CPVs, are commercially
available in some regions and competitively priced. They hold a lot of promise to boost the
green energy segment of the global energy consumption mix. For example, bifacial solar
modules are expected to increase tenfold in capacity by to 28, megawatts MW! For reference,
the current national average of American homes powered by just one MW of solar is about A
solar panel system is an inter-connected assembly, often called an array , of photovoltaic PV
solar cells that 1 capture energy emanating from the sun in the form of photons; and 2
transform that solar energy directly into electricity. The amount of electricity produced, as
measured in volts or watts, varies according to the system and the type of solar cell. Each
individual solar panel also called a module in the array consists of a group of solar cells
packaged together in a metal frame. There are typically 60, 72 or 96 solar cells in a single solar
panel. To convert the direct current DC electricity produced into the alternating current AC used
in your home, every solar cell system contains an inverter. The inverter may be large and
centralized. Alternatively, some photovoltaic modules have an inverter already built-in. These

are called AC modules. Wiring is much simpler with AC modules. Solar cells today are mostly
made of silicon, a chemical element with semiconducting properties. In most types of solar
cells, silicon is in a crystal form. When constructed with one N-type section next to one P-type
in this manner, the solar cell is called single-junction , meaning it has only one p-n junction. In
the electric field of a solar panel system, the electrons are routed to flow in one direction,
establishing an electric current. The mathematical product of current and voltage is
powerâ€”the power used to run your household appliances and heat or cool your home. The
silicon crystals of the solar cells are grouped inside an electric field and then covered in glass
to protect all components from weather. A measure of how well solar panels absorb sunlight
and convert it to electrical energy is called efficiency. Light travels in different wavelengths of
varying energy levels across the bands of the electromagnetic spectrum, and not all is
absorbed by a solar panel. Measured in electron volts eV , the typical band gap energy which
can be absorbed and transformed by a solar panel into electricity is about 1. Photons hitting the
panel with more energy than that and there are lots of them represent an energy loss. Using
different materials in solar panels with a low band gap would increase the number of photons
absorbed, and, consequently, the current. But, it would also reduce the voltage of the panel.
Research shows that the optimal band gap of a material is between 1 and 1. Besides the
material of a solar panel resulting in some energy loss, there is the problem of the internal
resistance of a material called series resistance. Its series resistance, in fact, is rather high. This
translates into yet another source of high energy loss. To correct for this, some panels are
covered with a metal grid to allow the electrons to move more easily in the electric field,
complete the circuit and create electrical power for your home. But, the downside of this
superimposing grid is that it blocks some of the PV cell surface from absorbing photons! A
thinner grid covering would minimize this loss, but the thinness itself would contribute
significant resistance and result in more energy loss. Ongoing research is based on finding
materials that are more efficient, at reduced cost and are aesthetically pleasing. This was a U.
Take-Home Message: These super low rates for solar renewable energy is extremely
competitive with fossil fuel energy today. However, some of the work done in labs looks
promising. Besides achieving higher efficiencies, experimental work on solar panels also
focuses on lower costs and a more pleasing appearance. Two of these solar panel types consist
of single-junction solar cells. The thin-film solar panel may be single- or multi-junction
depending on its material s. Multi-junction solar cells are made of different materials, each of
which best captures photons of varying wavelengths. In this manner, more sunlight can be
converted to electric energy. Since the silicone crystal also called an ingot is cylindrical, slicing
them into wafers causes them to have rounded edges. Polycrystalline also referred to as
multi-crystalline solar panels have solar cells containing multiple crystalline fragments of
silicon. The fragments may be the left-over pieces from monocrystalline solar production. They
are arranged in an irregular manner. Each wafer is more rectangular than its monocrystalline
counterparts. Called second-generation solar cells, thin-film solar panels can be made of a
variety of materials including:. Each wafer of a thin-film cell is super-skinny compared to the
other types, making it flexible. They may be applied by an adhesive directly to a surface like
your roof, boat, or RV , or set up into durable frames rack much like the other common types of
solar panels. Solar Panel Purchasing Tip: When you begin getting estimates for your rooftop or
backyard solar array, always inquire about the local availability of these newer technologies.
You just may get lucky! As sunlight hits the top of a solar panel, activating some PV cells, it
continues on and passes through the panel. Then some of it is reflected back off the surface
underneath the panel like a roof. Those reflected rays expose the bottom solar cells to further
photon activation. One of the most avant-garde solar panel technologies uses lenses or curved
mirrors to direct sunlight into a specific point, thereby concentrating it on a small,
multi-junction solar cell. Essentially, CPV reduces the energy loss by sunlight diffusion over a
large surface. As a result, efficiency is greatly improved, even more than what a monocrystalline
solar cell will deliver. Right now, CPV is expensive because of added components like solar
trackers and cooling mechanisms. In , Elon Musk of Tesla announced the concept of a solar
roof equipped with solar tiles also called solar slates or solar shingles. The solar tiles function
like traditional solar panels. They may be constructed of thin-film material or monocrystalline
silicon. Right now, solar tiles are slightly less efficient than conventional monocrystalline solar
cells. However, this solar panel system has no supporting rack that traditional solar panels are
placed in, and so considered more visually appealing than the common setup. Solar tiles are
installed like conventional asphalt shingles and span the entire roof surface. Here is a
schematic diagram of a transparent solar cellâ€”low-cost to bootâ€”taken from the MIT source
linked in this section. Imagine how transformative the widespread use of transparent solar
panels for windows solar windows in urban locations will be! Achieving this milestone in solar

energy innovation will definitely tilt the global energy consumption pattern in favor of renewable
energy from the sun. Solar panel installations have grown in popularity and efficiency while
decreasing in price due to the green, clean energy revolution. Now is a perfect time to invest in
a solar panel system. The most common types of solar panels for home use are composed of
monocrystalline, polycrystalline or thin-film solar cells. They vary in efficiency and cost.
Monocrystalline panels are the most expensive and most efficient. The least expensive, but
typically least efficient, are thin-film solar panels. Among the most promisingâ€”already in the
marketplace in some areas or projected to be in the next few yearsâ€”are bifacial solar, CPV,
solar tiles, and transparent solar panels. Very useful article. Question: What distance is needed
between the back of a bifacial panel and a solid surface to achieve the efficiency gains
mentioned? For example, if I had a white-coated corrugated steel roof would I get the efficiency
benefits with the panel resting on the raised corrugations or does the panel need a significant
clearance to work say one metre or more? Kind Regards. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Sign in. Log into your
account. Forgot your password? Privacy Policy. Password recovery. Recover your password.
Subscribe to Solar Magazine. Get help. Solar Magazine. Monocrystalline Polycrystalline Thin
film. Table of Contents. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have
entered an incorrect email address! Solar Energy Advantages and Disadvantages vs. Other
Renewables May 19, Jan 03, Load more. All Rights Reserved. Total 1. Send this to a friend. Send
Cancel. By: Author Nate Yarbrough. There are several options below to choose from. There are
varying sizes of systems and this list is constantly changing and expanding to fit your needs.
All of the diagrams below feature:. This video will show you how to best use this page. This
diagram and parts list is perfect from ground-up electrical installs into campervans, skoolies, or
expedition vehicles. This system is most suitable for systems that do not have a pre-existing
house electrical system installed. This diagram and parts list is perfect for retrofitting solar and
an upgraded Inverter into a factory build OEM RV with 30A shore power. This diagram and parts
list is perfect for retrofitting solar and an upgraded Inverter into a factory build OEM RV with
50A shore power. This system is most suitable for systems that do have a pre-existing house
electrical system installed. This diagram also shows how to wire multiple solar arrays through
multiple charge controllers into the Lynx Distributor. This diagram also features full system
monitoring through the Victron GX line of devices. This diagram and parts list is perfect from
ground-up electrical installs into campervans, schoolies, or expedition vehicles. This diagram
features high-performance wires, fuses, and fuse holders but chooses more budget-friendly
components like Renogy, Aims, Kisae, or similar. This wiring diagram is a full guidebook for all
of the 12V branch circuits like likes, fans, 12v outlets, USB outlets, 12V Refrigerators are other
such devices commonly used in DIY Campers. This wiring diagram shows a typical 6-circuit V
branch circuit wiring diagram that is commonly used in DIY Campers for V outlets, water
heaters, air conditioners, and other high wattage devices. Not sure what size you need? Need
Personalized Help? Sign up to our newsletter! I have a couple questions regarding the breaker I
should use between the panels and the charge controller. Now, also according to your
calculator it says that I can expect to see SO, with the potential of Does this seem correct?
Thanks for your help. Nate Yarbrough, Interesting. Its five W panels in parallel. Newpowa model
on amazon. Perhaps I listed something wrong using your handy calculator? I always shoot to
have array amperages under 30A so I can simply use MC4 connectors, fuses, and a single
breaker. This will likely mean wiring in series or series-parallel depending on the specific panels
and number of panels you are trying to use. Dude I love your videos. That you have a sence of
humor is appreciated. Im a dhmbass. Ive watched cou tless videos. Your the best at what ypu
do. I just want more than i need if that makes sence. I have 2 currently bu may buy twp more
watt panemls. No idea what size charge controller to get. Is amp hrs simply shown on batteries?
Love your channel and blogs! Looking to install my 1st solar system in my 5th wheel. Although
I'm somewhat of an amateur, looking for clarification on programing. Currently have 2x 6v wet
batterys series but get a little bit lost with "bulk, absorption and float" charging rates. I believe
that these values would be different then that of 2x 12v in parallel? Have any in-depth
information on this? Hi Nate, great write ups on solar. I recently purchased 2x 48v watt solar
panels, I want to run on my rv. If parallel, could 10ga wire with mc4 connectors handle the
combined panel current of I thinks the wire is rated for 40 amps. Also trying to find a cost
effective mppt charge controller. Thoughts on controllers, parallel vs series? It'll be charging 4x
6v batteries in a 12v configuration. Will this be a mistake or problem down the road? I plan on
subscribing to your monthly consulting service once the eqpt arrives and weather clears so that
I can start building. Thank you! Click Here. Photo Credit: Click here to cancel reply. Nick
Tuesday 16th of February Hey Nate, I have a couple questions regarding the breaker I should

use between the panels and the charge controller. Nate Yarbrough Tuesday 16th of February
Deloy Saturday 13th of February Brodie Friday 12th of February Justin Wednesday 3rd of
February David Blood Tuesday 2nd of February Nate Yarbrough Tuesday 2nd of February
Search for:. First time visiting? Meet Dave The Electrician and see the Overview. Click here to
see Electrical Wiring Projects. How can I stop static noise on my electric wall outlets? Surge
Protection and Power Conditioning for the Home. How to Wire a Remote Control and Wall
Switches for a Ceiling Fan: A remote control and wall switches may be wired and used to
control a ceiling fan so it will allow you to use the remote control for the light only but you will
need to control the fan motor. Is it standard for electrical wiring to be strung in a disorderly
fashion in the attic? Methods of Proper Attic Electrical Wiring. My garbage disposal is not
working, what should I do? How do I connect the wiring for a cooktop or stovetop? How do I
wire the new switch using power from the existing power line to turn on and off the new ceiling
light? Let Your Light Shine! Photos including an actual set of house plans used to wire a new
home. How to upgrade home wiring for older homes and make them safer. Wiring a Light Switch
Example : A single switch turns on a light fixture from one wall switch. Important : All switches
are not wired the same way. There are a few different ways to wire a light Switch. See : Wiring
Diagrams for Switches will show you how to wire a light switch. Wire 3Way Switches Example :
Two three way switches will turn on one or more light fixtures from two locations, such as a hall
way or stairway. Important : Each pair of three way switches are wired differently, and there are
different types of three way switches. The methods of wiring three way switches can be
challenging. Important : The method of wiring 4way switches with two 3way switches only
requires a small modification to the switch circuit wiring. See : Wiring Diagrams for 4Way
Switches will show the most common methods. Dimmer Switch Wiring How to wire a dimmer
switch. Help with wiring for dimmer switches. Take the mystery out of wiring a Single or 3-way
dimmer switch. Residential Electric Wiring Diagrams Wiring diagrams help you understand how
electrical devices are wired in your home. See how light switches and receptacle wall outlets are
wired. Where to connect the blue wire for a ceiling fan. Ceiling Fan Wiring connections.
Installing an outdoor ceiling fan. Options for ceiling fan remote controls. Wiring ceiling fan
remote control modules. Installing Recessed Lighting. Installing Under Cabinet Lighting.
Options for lighted bathroom exhaust fans. Wiring switches for bathroom exhaust fans and
lights. Wiring a Baseboard Heater Installing a Baseboard Heater Circuit: Wiring a baseboard
heater thermostat and electric panel circuit then wiring connections for the installed baseboard
wall heater. Instructions for converting baseboard heating radiant heating. Although many
home heating and air conditioning systems have a standard type thermostat cable with color
coded wires, the wires should be identified to make sure of the exact purpose for each wire.
Phone jack wiring with photos and instructions. Steps to correctly wiring a telephone jack. Attic
exhaust fans are a green energy efficient solution. Proper attic venting reduces the load on your
air conditioning system. Discover SIP Homes which are energy efficient homes. See how
different a SIP Home will be when installing electrical wiring. Installing a Home Generator The
process to size, select, and connect a home generator. Transfer switches for a safe home
generator connection. Accurately estimate the size of a generator based on electrical devices to
be used. Residential Electrical Panel Load Calculator The Electrical Load Calculator is a fully
functional online and Interactive tool that will assist you with accurate panel load calculations.
The Residential Electrical Load Calculator is Pre-Loaded with electrical information for you to
chose for typical electrical loads in the home. How circuit breakers work to protect your
electrical wiring. Properly installed circuit breakers protect home electrical wiring. Wiring a
Clothes Dryer Electrical wiring for a dryer-power-cord. Older Volt electric power cord with 3-wire
configurations. New Volt electric power cord with 4-wire configurations. Electric Range
Installation with a typical Volt electric power cord wiring system for 3-wire and 4-wire
configurations. Kitchen Electric Wall Oven Installation with a typical Volt electric circuit with
3-wire and 4-wire configurations. How to select Electrical Wiring Boxes. Selecting the right size
electrical junction box. Junction boxes for outlets, light fixture and electrical splices.
Understanding the different electrical wire. Selecting the right size and type of electrical wire.
Electrical wire for outlets, light fixture and large electrical appliances. See the parts used to
rewire home circuits. Electric Surge Protection - Installing surge devices to help protect your
home electronic devices. Home Power Conditioning- Electric power quality issues can create a
number of problems. Learn how to prevent power quality occurrences from happening in your
home. Methods used to solve most home electrical system failures. How to Fix Electrical Wiring
Problems. Quality voltage testers that play an important part in electrical safety. Testers to
identify electrical circuits and help prevent electrical shock. GFCI circuits, outlets and
electrical-grounding. Electrical Codes for electrical-services, electrical-underground, electrical
wiring, electrical-wiring-code, lighting-code, and smoke-detectors. Videos to help educate you

about many aspects of home electrical wiring. Video introductions for several electrical topics
and electrical projects. Electrical Repairs. Electric Codes and Electrical Wiring Methods.
Installing Attic Electrical Wiring Is it standard for electrical wiring to be strung in a disorderly
fashion in the attic? How To Wire a New Switch and Ceiling Light How do I wire the new switch
using power from the existing power line to turn on and off the new ceiling light? New and
Updated. Home Electrical Wiring All home electrical wiring projects should be performed
correctly by trained and qualified individuals who understand the principles of electrical circuit
wiring and the basic fundamentals of home construction. Detailed information is provided
throughout areas of this website about the complexity of specific projects to help assist with
you to understand the scope of work involved. The following categories will provide more
specific information for each project - below is an Example: Electrical Project Skill Level:
Intermediate to Advanced - Best performed by a Licensed Electrical Contractor. Estimated Time:
Depends on the personal level experience, ability to work with tools, install electrical circuit
wiring, and the available access to the project area. Electrical Safety: Identify the electrical
circuits found in the project area, turn them OFF and Tag them with a Note before working with
the electrical wiring. Home Electrical Parts and Materials: Electrical parts and materials should
be approved for the specific project and compliant with local and national electrical codes.
Electrical Codes and Inspections: Installing additional home electrical wiring should be done
according to local and national electrical codes with a permit and be inspected. Recent
Testimonials I think your site offers the the clearest and best electrical information for
homeowners I have ever seen on the net. You have given me confidence to do my own projects
which I never had before. Paul, from Foxboro, Massachusetts I wish I found this site earlier, it is
by far the best electrical related resource I have found on the web. George, from Scranton,
Pennsylvania I love this site for an office worker that does not know anything about electric
wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids, Michigan Thank you for answering my question. I was able to
get this done. This site is perfect. I am glad I found it. Please keep it going. Top of page
Residential Electrical Wiring. By: Author Nate Yarbrough. Not quite what you are looking for?
The list below is a consolidated parts list for this entire system Minus the solar charging leg,
which is listed at the bottom of this blog post. This may mean you need to buy 5ft from the
product page. Qty 5 heat shrink means you need 5 pieces of 2. The section below will tell you
where each of the parts from above fits into the wiring diagram. The following section provides
you with several different options for solar charging. The above parts list can remain completely
unchanged and the diagram above can remain mostly unchanged except for the alterations
noted by the diagrams below, but whatever solar array setup you choose below for your needs,
these parts will need to be added to your shopping list. These are broken up by total solar
wattage. As a general rule, you want to have twice as many watts of solar as you do amp hours
of batteries. This is just a rule of thumb. Not a law. In addition to wiring the components
together, here is a breakdown of how the flow of power to the above diagram works. When
connected to shore power or generator, power flows from shore power or generator to the
Victron Multiplus inverter charger. This charges the batteries which feeds the DC fuse block and
allows 30A shore power passthrough to power the v appliances. The batteries are connected to
the DC fuse block allowing use of the 12v devices around the camper. A positive and negative
busbar take the place of the stock batteries in the stock battery location assuming that
upgrading batteries means you will not be able to store your new battery bank in the stock
location. From the Lynx Distributor, power flows to these two busbars where power is then sent
to all of the OEM installed components like the DC distribution block, power jacks, slides, etc.
The OEM installed converter must be completely disconnected. It can remain installed, but the
wires must be disconnected from both the AC and DC side of the power distribution center.
These wires can usually be bundled up and stuffed next to the converter. You will likely have a
wire charging your OEM batteries from the alternator. This wire will likely be somewhere in the
12 AWG range. This will either run directly from your starting battery isolator if this is a
motorhome or from your 7-pin connector if this is a trailer. This needs to be disconnected
completely. In the case of a trailer, 6 AWG wire will need to be run all the way to the truck
starting battery if alternator charging via DC-DC Charger is desired and disconnected by the
hitch by means of an Anderson connector. Sign up to our newsletter! I thought with a 12v
battery bank the solar panels would need to be 12v. Can you clarify this please. To fit on the TT
the best I really need to separate them by 15ft or so. Is that too far? Under a load of A, I have a
voltage drop of about 0. The battery bank was at The respective voltages from inverter tracing
back to battery bank were: Under progressively heavier loads my inverter shut down due to the
low voltage cutoff currently at Hopefully that fixes the voltage drop across the fuse. I would
recommend going back and checking each and every bolt in your system and making sure they
are all tight and that you do not have any loose connections. Also, seeing as the biggest voltage

loss is at the ANL fuse Just verifying Nate, Thanks for all the great information. I purchased one
of your wiring diagrams for an 30amp RV set up. I am going to start with 4 BB amp hr batteries
and solar panels. And after looking at your site and many of the videos I am understanding
most of the install. I am having trouble understanding where the Victron Orion Smart 12 12 - 30A
wires to on the vehicle battery side. Does it just connect into the trailer 7 pin wiring harness that
connects to the truck? Nate Yarbrough, Thanks, I think I may leave that out to start with. Then
see if I need after I use it for a while. That needs to actually be connected to the starting battery
of your vehicle. Yor 7 Pin connector likely only uses ga wire, which is too small for this
increased load. Grounding: my 30A travel trailer already has grounding at the breaker box
presumably it leads to chassis. Do I need to remove the original grounding points at the breaker
box, or is it okay to ground to chassis at multiple points? Alternator charging: I have a
traditional 7-pin connector that I believe provides minimal charging from my truck alternator to
travel trailer while driving. My system does not include an isolator or additional alternator
charger it looks identical to the system you installed in the Airstream. I don't need alternator
charging, but I just want to ensure my setup will not damage my truck alternator. Do I need to
add any protection? Or take any steps to isolate the truck? Click Here. These products include
the batteries as well as the related wiring parts that you will need to make the battery to battery
connections. Click here to cancel reply. Tommy Thursday 28th of January Nate Yarbrough
Saturday 30th of January Matt Monday 18th of January Matt Tuesday 19th of January Nate
Yarbrough Tuesday 19th of January Ken Wednesday 13th of January I will double check all
other connections. Nate Yarbrough Wednesday 13th of January Matt Saturday 9th of January
Matt Sunday 10th of January Nate Yarbrough Sunday 10th of January Ken Friday 8th of January
Thanks for all your content, Nate. Its simply awesome! Few questions: 1. Thanks Nate! Ken H
Tuesday 12th of January Nate Yarbrough, any recommendations on how to identify the
alternator charging wire? Nate Yarbrough Saturday 9th of January Search for:. View Product.
This section contains all of the parts necessary to wire the battery bank together. This section
contains all of the parts necessary to wire the battery bank to the main DC distribution busbar.
The busbar itself as well as the shunt for the battery monitor and fuse mounted inside to the
busbar protecting the positive wire from overcurrent can be found in this section. The busbar is
essentially an extension of the battery terminals and allows you to deliver power where it needs
to go and houses the fuses necessary to protect the wires leaving the busbar. The Battery
monitor allows you to know how full your batteries are, know how much power you are actively
gaining or losing, and see the historical data of your power usage. This section contains the
Inverter Charger and all of the parts necessary to wire the Inverter Charger to the Positive and
Negative busbars. The Inverter Charger allows you to re-charge your batteries from 'shore
power' and also converts the 12v DC power stored in your batteries to V AC power like you'd
find in your standard household wall outlet. This section contains the battery to battery charger
as well as the wiring that you need to connect the battery to battery charger to the positive and
negative busbars. This will allow you to charge your house battery bank from the engine
alternator. This section contains all of the wiring necessary to connect the battery to battery
charger to the starting battery. This section contains the DC fuse block which is inside of the
AC-DC distribution panel as well as the wires to connect it to the main DC distribution busbars.
This will allow you to deliver power to the DC Fuse block for small branch circuits such as
lights, fans, usb outlets, etc.. This section includes the parts necessary to allow you to ground
your negative busbar to the chassis ground. The chassis ground will be connected to the
negative busbar on one side and the other side can go to a factory chassis ground or simply
anywhere good metal to metal contact can be made between the wire lug and the bare metal of
the body or frame of the camper. This section includes the wiring necessary to connect the
inverter charger to the AC side of the AC-DC power distribution panel listed in an earlier
section. A quick note This section contains all of the parts necessary to wire 4xw solar panels
into your camper electrical system as shown in the diagram above and must be added to the
master shopping list at the top of this blog post. There are three options for solar panels in this
list and they will all work well for this particular diagram. Choose your solar panels based on
their physical dimensions and which ones work with your own specific setup. The dimensions
are listed on their respective product pages. This solar array is managed by the Victron
SmartSolar MPPT 30 and remaining products include the wires, solar disconnect breaker, solar
disconnect breaker box, lugs, ferrules, heat shrink and everything else needed to make the full
solar panel array to busbar assembly. This section contains all of the parts necessary to wire
6xw solar panels into your camper electrical system as shown in the diagram above and must
be added to the master shopping list at the top of this blog post. This solar array is managed by
the Victron SmartSolar MPPT 50 and remaining products include the wires, solar disconnect
breaker, solar disconnect breaker box, lugs, ferrules, heat shrink and everything else needed to

make the full solar panel array to busbar assembly. This section contains all of the parts
necessary to wire 3xw solar panels i
2005 ford focus manual transmission fluid
2 float switch wiring diagram
quest dte remote access
nto your camper electrical system as shown in the diagram above and must be added to the
master shopping list at the top of this blog post. There are two options for solar panels in this
list and they will all work well for this particular diagram. This solar array is managed by the
Victron SmartSolar MPPT 85 and remaining products include the wires, solar disconnect
breaker, solar disconnect breaker box, lugs, ferrules, heat shrink and everything else needed to
make the full solar panel array to busbar assembly. This section contains all of the parts
necessary to wire 5xw solar panels into your camper electrical system as shown in the diagram
above and must be added to the master shopping list at the top of this blog post. This solar
array is managed by the Victron SmartSolar MPPT and remaining products include the wires,
solar disconnect breaker, solar disconnect breaker box, lugs, ferrules, heat shrink and
everything else needed to make the full solar panel array to busbar assembly.

